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AB~TRACT 

Scale model experimentS were conducted to address the interaction 
between a cylindrical structlJre and unconsolidated ice ridges. The tests 
were conducted with a 0.32 m diameter structure at speeds ranging 
between 0.02 rnls and 0.2 mls. The ridges were constructed by piling 
broken ice rubble into 12 m long channels in level ice, producing ridges 
which were up 10 3 m wide and 0.5 m deep. full ridge keel profiles were 
obtained using an underwater acouStic profiler and piece size 
distributions of the ice blocks. were detennincd using a video imaging 
technique. Except in the experimentS at the slowest speed, local failure 
occurred during the init ial penetration until a plug of ice blocks was 
pusbed out of the bad: end of the ridge. The peak loads corresponded 
with the formation o f this plug. The vertical shear planl:S of the plug 
lended to fl m OUt al an angle of approximately 30" and there was more 
oca flare at the lower speeds. The ponioo oftbe ridge traver.iCd at tbe 
lime ofmax.imwn load varied between 20010 for lhe slow speeds and 45% 
for lhe fastesl ones. There was ao apparent effect ofinlaolction speed on 
the peak forces over the raDge tested. 

INTRODUCTION 
It has been speculated th:u the keels of first year ice ridges are 

significant contributors to the overall loads on cylindrical and conical 
structures. Large first year ridge loads have been measured against 
snuctures in Cook Inlet (Blenkarn, 1910) and on light piers in the Baltic 
Sea (MlUl.ttllnen and Hoikkanen, 1990). As wel~ the piers for tbe 
Northumberland StTait bridge linking New Brunsv.ick and Prince 
Edward Island (PEl) have betn designed for considerable ridge keel 
loads. Similar concems have been raiS«! \\itb regard to concepl5 for 
multi-leg offshore production struCtures. 

Several recent efrons have focused on an improved understanding 
of the keel failure process and on the ref1Dcment of analytical models. 
The present experiments were conducted to assess the feasibility of using 
scale model tests in an ice tank 10 model rim year ridges. Ful! details of 
these experiments in unconsolidated ridges are given in McKenna el al. 
(1995). The tests provide a means of correlating the forces with the 

failure process, including the coincidence of peak: load and "plugH 

failure, and the ridge penetration at this evenL To date, the influence of 
ice speed has not been resolved for ridge impacts on any structures and 
this was also considered. 

The prescot eero" was a pilot program which paved the way for 
subsequent experiments involving conical structures, much larger ridge 
keels and refr07..en ridge cores. As II result, considerable effort went into 
the documentation of test conditions and failUTe processes. Ridges 
formed by piling iee from elsewhere in the tank into pre-cut channels 
were profiled using on acoustic system attached to a moving underwater 
carriage. Aside from the documentation of keel shape,. these 
measurements provided COn fiml Blion of ridge porosity and ice density 
estimates. Above water and underwater rubble accumulations were 
doeumeOled and the ice block size distribution was determined using 
d igital video lmage processing. A unique feature oflhe experiments ....."lIS 

the clear evidence of ~plug" failllfc from above wat« lUld underwater 
video. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
1bc tests were conducted in the ice \.aIlk at the lnstituu; for Marine 

Dynamics in February 1995. The $UUcture was a 0.32 m diameter 
aluminum cy linder mounted 10 a small movable carriage suspended 
beneath the load frame oflhe main icc tank carriage. Since the structure 
was designed to represent a full scale strucwre with a 10m diameler, the 
nominal scale for the experiments was 1:32. Funher details of the test 
rig. designed originally for a series of experiments on tanker mooring in 
pack icc. can be found in Spencer lUld Jones (1995). The structure was 
connected directly \0 II dynamomder which ...-as then connected to the 
small carriage. Four load cells were placed in the horizontal plane, with 
two measuring lateral loads and cwo measuring the load along the 
directiOD of srructure mot ion. Since the ma.ximum expected ridge depth 
was approximaIely 0.5 m, the structure was lowered in the water such 
that the base ....""aS 0.6 In below the water \evel. The setup is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

The loads ",'ere measured by I!.D arrangement of four load cells, two 



oriented to measure lateral forces (y direction), and two oriented to 
measUIe fortes in the longirudinal direction (X direction). Structure 
position and carriage speed data wert logged at 10 Hz, while the load 
cell measurements were logged at 20 Hz.. A 5 Hz Butterworth digital 
low-pass filter was appl ied to the data from each load cell before adding 
the data to obtain longitudinal and lateral forces. 

Fig. 1 	 Schematic of cylindrical structure 

lhe friction coefficient between the icc and the structure surface 
was measured to be 0. 13 . This was based on direct measurements of 
sliding friction at 0.258 mls on a 15 cm ~ 15 em ice block for normal 
stresses of up to 13 kPa 

The experiments were documented using video cameras above and 
below the water surface. The above water cameras were positioned to 
the side and in front of the structure. Tbe underwater cameras were 
located fore and aft at the tank centre line. 

MODEL ICE RIDGES 
The ridges were constructed from a model ice with ethylene glycol 

as me primary additive (for details, sec Timco, 1986). During the 
freezing process, flne bubbles were introduced into the ice 10 achieve a 
realistic density (Spencer and Timco, 1990). AI the lime of ridge 
construction, the average density of blocks from the ice sheet was 
measured 10 be 882 kgfm1 based on an immersion lechnique. Since the 
density of the water was }002.5 k:g/ml, the ratio of ice to Waler density 
was 0.88. "The 8Ct1Jal density of blocks in the ridge was not measured at 
test time, which was approximately 6 hours later. From previous 
experience, the density of submerged blocks tended to increase 
asymptotically 10 930 k:gfm' within 24 hours, while that of elevated 
blocks decreased to approximately 750 kg/mJ because of brine drainage. 

The ice sheel thickness was 30 mm which, for a scale of 1 :32, gives 
a full scale th ickness of 0.96 m. The 30 mm thickness is an approximate 
lower limit on the level ice sheet thickness that can be grown in the tank 
and for which the properties can be controlled accurately. The: 
constituent thickness ofmo~ ridges is of the order of 0.2 m to 0.5 m. so 
that the blocks tested are thicker at this scale. The present results can be 
inlerpreled at other scales, as long as allowance is made for proper 
scaling of lhe lest speed and the rubble shcar strength. 

The full scaJe flexural strength of sea iCC" ranges from below 300 
kPa to 700 kPa. The applica tion of a salle faaor of I:32 yields a range 
o( 10 kPa to 25 kPa. The flexural strength measured ill the level iet 
decreased from 26 kPa 10 10 k:Pa over the lest period, so the model icc 
was quitt realistic in th is regard. 

Two ridges, 2 m and 3 m in width. were construCled (or the presenl 
tests. To build each ridge. two parnJlel saw cuts were first made in the 
level ice across the entire 12 m breadth of the tank. ke from elsewhere 
in the lank was then lifted using the service carriage and dumped 
between the saw cuts. The 2 m wide ridge was constructed from 17 m 
of Ihe level ice sheet and the 3 m wide ridge was made from 28 m of 
level icc. 

RIDGE GEOMETRY 
The underside of the ridges were measured using an acoustic 

profilu developed at C-CORE Details ofthe system llTe documented in 
the Appendix. Six Inlnsducer!receiver pairs were mounted 0.40 m apart, 
1.75 m below the water surface, on a video carriage wruch moved with 
the main carriage. The ridge profiles wen: obtained just prior 10 the 
commencement of the tests on each ridge. The profiler was stepped 
forward under the ridge by moving the main carriage in increments of 
0.25 m for the 2 m wide ridge and O.37S m for the 3 m wide ridge. 

Above water profiles were obtained by mcaswing manually the 
di~ance from a fixed elevation on the service carriage 10 the waler 
surface and 10 the ridge sail. These were measured eve!)' 0.25 macross 
the width of the ridges. 

Because of the construction technique, the ridge profiles were 
approximaJely uniform across the tank.. For the 2 m wide ridge, one 
above water profile and six underwater profiles were taken. For the 3 m 
wide ridge two above water and four underwater profiles were recorded. 
The ridge cross-section data are summarized in Table 2 and the profiles 
are plotted in Fig. 2 and 3. The thin lines document the individual 
profiles which were then averaged to obtain the thick: Jines. 
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Fig. 2 	 Cross section of the 2 m wide ridge - the heavy line 
represents the average for all profiles 
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Fig. 3 Cross section of the 3 m wide ridge - the heavy line 
represents the average for all profilcs 



TABlE 1 Ridge properties and test matrix 

Run Run Run Run Run Run, 2 3 4 S 6 

Using the average above water and underwater profiles., estimates 
were made of the cross-section areas by numerical imegralion. These are 
reponed for the two ridges in Table I. Jr the porosities of the above and 
under water portiom ofthe ridges are the same, then c:stim81es of the ice 
density can be made. The density values shown in Table I are 
m;uginally lower than those calculated from the direct measuremenlS of 
ice blocks described above. The agretmenl, however, is quite good 
considering the inqularity of the lop and bonom surfaces of the ridges. 

£stimales of the ridge porosity were made based on the measured 
ridge cross section areas. and ()fl the length and Ihickness of the level ice 
used to build the ridges. The porosi ties wert 0.26 for Iile 2 m wide ridge 
and 0.27 for the J m wide ridge, whk h ere well within the range of field 
measurements. 

The 2 m wide ridge was designed to be roughly uiangular in cross 
section with a maximum deplh orO.5 m and an underwater slope of J3 ~. 

As seen in Fig. 2, the shape is probably mort parabolic Iban triangular. 
The wider 3 m ridge was only marginaJly deeper and had a more gradual 
underwaTCf slope as i11usmtCd in Fig. .3 . Although a trapezeida! section 
was intended, very linle of the bottom surface could be considered flat.. 

ICE BLOCK GEOMETRY 
Block dimensions were estima!ed fro m \;deo images afthe floating 

rubble following the tests. Prom 3 digitized video frame, the block 
length and width dimensions in the plane of the water swface were 

detennined for 160 blocks.. The third dimension in the vertical plaoe was 
assumed to be the initial ice sheet thickness of 3 em. The statistics of 
these dimensions are shown in Table 2. Tk means of the length and 
width w= 3.1 and 2.0 times the ice thickness. The smallest widths were 
approximately the J em ice thidmess and the largest length was between 
8 and 9 times the ice thickness.. On average, the ratio of the length to the 
width was 1.6. 

TABLE 2 Summary of block size statistics based on a 
video image of floating rubble following tests of the 2 m 
wide ridge 

Standard 
Description M= Deviation 

(an) (om) 

Ice Thickn= ) .0 

Length 9.2 2.7 

Width 6.0 4.0 

Length" Width 63.8 60.1 

Length / Width 1.6 



A comparison can be made between the prcsc:nl resul ts and those 
compiled by Veitch ~t 01. ( 199 1) for ridges in the Bailie Sea. The field 
data indicate that the length and t.hc width were approx imately) and 2 
times the ice thickness, and lhaI the ratio of maximurn to minimum block 
dimension was!.S. The comparisons bet\vecn the field and laboratory 
data are remarlcable considering the fact that no specific effon was made 
to control the block sizes in the ice tank. 
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Fig. 4 	 longitudinal and la teral forces as a functio n of 
penetration for Runs 1 and 2 through the 2 m wide 
ridge 
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Fig. 5 	 longitudinal and lateral forces as a function of 
penetratlon for Runs 3, 4, 5 and 6 through the 3 m 
wide ridge 

TEST MATRIX 
A total of six runs was made using a single K:e sheel As noted 

above. ridges with widths of 2 m and 3 m were buill. simulating 
triangular and trapezo)dal cross sections. Because the structure diameter 
was only 0.32 m, it was possible to make several parallel runs through 
each ridge at different speeds. The speed was varied between 0.019 mls 
and 0.187 mfs as shown in Table I. 

FORCE - DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS 
The reduced forte..oisplacement traces for the six tests are shown in 

Fig. 4 and S. Both longitudinal (upper curve) and latentl (lower curve) 
forces are plotlC<l against relative displacemenl The origin of the 
rela1i ve displacement is the position of the leading edge of each ridge as 
detennincd by synchronising. data files with !he video records. 

The peal<. longitudinal. lateral and resultant fora:s OD Ute structure 
and the position (within the ridge) at which they occurred are 
documented. in Table I. The peak longitudinal forces are shown 10 be 
bet\vccn three and five times the peak lateral forces. The peak lateral 
forces occurred at nearly double the penetration Df the longitudinal 
peaks. The longitudinal force is shown plotted againsI the laternl force 
for all tests in Fig. 6. The forces were rew:nplecl at a displacement 
increment of J em and have been nonnalizd with respect to the peak. 
longitudinal value. For all runs., the latcn.J force never exceeded 0.3 
times the maximum longitudinal force and there was some oorreJatioo 
between the largest lateral forces and the IargCSlJongitodioai fora:s.. "The 
data points ror the slowest structure speed (runs I and 6). identified in 
Fig. 6, resuhed in the largest lateral forces. From the video records, the 
high lateral forces occurred when the ridge failed as a beam whieb was 
then pushed back into the supporting level ice. 
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Fig. 8 	 longitudinal vs lateral forces fo{ an runs nonnaJ1zed 
with respeet to the peak longltudinaJ force in each 

N" 
EFFECT OF RIDGE DIMENSIONS AND TEST SPEED 

The peak longitud.inalload increased significantly for the 3 m wide 
ridge when compared to the 2 m wide ridge. This relation is shown as a 
function of ridge cross section area in Fig. 7. Averaged over the 
different test speeds.. the load more than doubled fnr the wider ridge 
while the rati o of cross section areas. was \.7. Since the ridges were 
geometrically similar. it is doubtful wherller cross section area alone can 
be used 10 delennine ridge loads on cylindrical stJ\IcturtS. 



Coincidentally, the peak longitudinal and JateraJ forces for the 2 m 
ridge were consistent a1 the two speeds tested so IS to be nearly 
indistinguishable. Based on the data shown in Fig. 8, the peak loads 
were relatively insensitive to velocity. 
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Flg. 7 	 TIMI influence of ridge cross-secUon area on the 
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Fig. 8 	 The Influence of speed on the peak longitudinal and 
peak lateral forces 

FAILURE MECHANISMS 
While the forces may nOI have been influenced by lest speed, there 

did appear to be a change in Ihe failll re mode. For the slowest speed. 
observations from the: video m:ord indicated Olat bolJl ridges failed 
horizontally as ~s with a hinge crack at the structure. On the other 
hand, ridge failure: was characterized by loca.J ice: block move:menl 
preceding the fo nnation of a wedge-like plug at the higher Speeds. The 
plug geometry is shown in Fig. 9. From Table l. an increased 
penetrntioD inlo the ridge before plug fail ure was observed for those 
experiments ex hibiTing the plug-like failure . 
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Table I also summarizes some of the observations based on the four 
synchronous video records. A direct comlation between the point at 
which the plug was first observed and the peak 10ngitudinall03d can be 
seen in the tabulated data. Allowing for errors in the observaJ.ions of 
plug formation, the twO appear to be coincident. It was also apparent that 
the shape and size af the plug varied with indentation rate. Generally, 
more rubble was displaced at lower rates than at higher nues. The plug, 
comprised of a large mllSS of rubble leading the advancing so-ucnu-e., 
evenrually rolled off to one side or the other resulting in the apparent 
delay and arbitrary sign of the laternl forces. 

The plugs formed in the highest speed tests (Runs 2 and 3, 0. 187 
m1s) had flare angles ofapproximately 30" oulWard from the direction of 
strueture advance. Typically. the wedges flared out ITom the full width 
of the structure to a maximum width which is indicated in Table 5 ill 
terms of the strucwrc diamcter. The sizes of the plugs for Runs 4 and 5 
(3 m ridge. 0.1) I ntis and 0.075 mls) were larger than fo r Runs 2 and 3. 
For Runs I and 6 (0.019 m/s)_ DO obvious plug failure took place. For 
Run I, the ridge failed in horizontal bending with a central cradc in front 
of the structure and hinge cracks on the side. For Run 6, a large piece of 
the ridge was displaced and pushed into the supporting ice sheet.. 

In summary, the plug failure process can be characterized from the 
video record as follows: 

progressive compression led to full activation of the plug; 
rubble accumulation remained static after the plug was activated; 
blocks wi thin the plug had no relative movernCllt and the plug 
maintained Sleep, rough sides; 
a she3/" surfact bounded the moving rubble mass and there was linJe 
or no C()nonuum of marion; and 
the plug na.red oU[ward at an angle of approximately )00 

• 

Rubble aecumularion had an influence on \he forces anparted to the 
structure. The pile-up of rubble above the I»-a1tt surface was clearly 
documento:l by the side "ideo camerll and the surcharge at this poinl is 
given in Table !. It was derived by digilizing ODC video image prior 10 



the entry of the stnIcrure into the ridge and one at the time of plug 
fonnalion. The surcharge heigh! above the water surface was obtained 
from the to!.a.l height of the structure above the water surface, less the 
distance from the top of the structure to th e top of the rubble. The pier 
diameter was used for scaling pixel values. 

For the 2 m ridge (RWlS I and 2), rubble height at plug failu re was 
12 em to 13 em so there was no nOTiceable speed effect In this case, the 
rubble height was approximately the same as the sa il height at the centre 
of the ridge. f or Runs 3, 4 and 5 (3 m ridge), the rubble height against 
me structure was about 20 em which is significantly in excess of the 
maxlmUOl sail height. In Run 6, the ridge failed at a smaller penetr.uion 
and the surcharge was only 12 em. 

The video camera aogles did not permir an accurate eSilmate of 
underw3Icr surcharge; however, it appeared !hat the build-up was 
substantially less than above me water surface. 

DISCUSSION 
An estim~te can be made of tile $lJ"t;SS on the failu re planes at the 

point of plug failure for runs 2 through 5. The average failure stress on 
!he r"lo planes for the 2 m wide ridge was approximately 0.34 kPa, while 
it was 0. 78 kPa for the 3 m wide ridge. lfthe rubble behaved as a 
fiictional material in which shear mength increased with ice depth, !his 
could help to explain the difference. 

, No independent measuremenlS of the shear proper1ies of the model 
ice rubble were made for !be prest'nt tests. Rubble shear properties have 
been measured in lMD's ice tank using a shear box apparatus with 
floating model icc rubble by (Case, 199I a,b), and in situ ridge 
measurements were made using vertical punch (McKenna t f al., 1996) 
and direct shear (Bruneau et 0/., 19%) techniques. For confining 
pressures of 1 kPa, maximum shear stresSes reached just over I kPa. 
The maximum shear stress measured for ridge keels in the Baltic Sea. was 
4 kPa for a 3.9 m deep ridge (lepparanta and Hakala 1992). 

T}}(: lack. of comprehensive (ield data makes il difficult to scale the 
results of die present experiments. The authors ace involved in a couple 
offield experiments to rneasUIe ia: rubble propenies th is wimer and the 
results of these should assist with tlle estimation of loads on fixed 
structures. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The present expc:rimen1S address some oftbc issues involved in the: 

fa ilure of first year ice ridges against a cylindrical structure. At the 
higher speeds, the peak load was governed by a plug failure mechanism 
while beam failure of the ridge dominated at th~ lowest speed. Dle 
vertical shear planes of the plug tended to flare out at an angle of 
approximately 30" and there appeared to be more of a (lace at the lower 
spc:eds. The portion of the ridge traversed at maximum load increased 
with the speed of the interaction.. 

In spite of the different fai lure mechanism 3t the slowest speed, 
there was no discernible influence of lest speed an the maximum 
longitudinal force. AVer.\gcd over all sp«ds, me peak. load for 
interaction with the ] m wide ridge was more than double that for the 2 
m wide ridge while the cross seaion area was only 1.7 times grcaIer. As 

long as plug failure occurred.. the latm.) forces did nO( exceed ]0% ofthe 
longitudinal values. 
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APPENDIX: ACOUSTIC PROFILER 
The acoustic profiler consisted of six transducerlbydrophone pairs 

(moUllted to the unden....ater video carriage which moved with the main 
carriage), an underwater box containing signa) conditioning and 
multiplexing ha;d1.\"ue, a customized 'chirp' circuh boon!. a mnltichanncl 
waveform recorder and a personal computer. The system is iIlustrsted 
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Fig. A1 Acoustic profiler layout 
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in Fig. AI . 
Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) or 'chirp' 

waveforms are commonly used in radar applications because they 
achieve high resolution and long ranges using recognizable signals with 
high energy and low peak power. The 'chirp' signal used for the profiler 
consiSled of a sine wave with a linearly increasing frequency from 120 
kHz to 160 kHz (bandwidlhk : 40 kHz) fot a duration or pulse length 
of Lj1' The 'chirp' signal was transmitted by one of a pair of transducers, 
lhen received by the other after reflection off the water swface or the ice 
blocks in the ridge keel . The received signal was multiplied or mixed 
with Ihe transmitted signal as uansmission look place. When the 

tnnsmittffi and rttCived signals overlap, the mixed signal is made up of 
essentially two trigonometric functi ons with frequencies equal to the swn 
and difference of the frequenci es of the two separate signals. This is 
shown by the following trigonometric identity 

eosA cOiB • 	 ~(coS(A -B) .. eos (A +B)) (A I )
1 

The component of the signal with the summed frequency cos(A+8) 
is fillered out of ehe resultant mixed signal with a low pass filter. The 
remaining frequency component, !:if- (A.B)/2n, is proponionalto the 
time d ifferro ce 6J beTWeen the transmitted signal and the received signal, 
and is proportional to the distance to the target. The whole process is 
illustrated in Fig. A2. 

The low frequency signal was digitized and an FIT was perfonned 
in post-processing to extract the fr<:quency !if. The distance to the target 
was calculated using 

disl3D ee = 
M 

c
1 

.. c tifL, 
2/".. 

(Al) 

where c is the speed of SOood in the ethylene glycol solution 
(approximately 1400 mls at 0.1 0c). According to classical theory. the 
resolution oflhe system is d(2!...) or approximately 2 crn. When high 
signal to noise ralios arc achieved and conventional signaJ processing 
techniques arc used. the actual resolution is significantly betler than this. 
A rransducer beam widlh of 10° meant thaI Ihe fOOfprint on the 
undersurface of lhe ice was abouI2S em. 

Just prior to the experiment. the distance to the water surface was 
recorded for each of the six transmitter/receiver pairs and these values 
were used as reference data to determine the depth of the submerged ice 
ridge above each transducer pair. The keel depth of the ridge was 
ca1culated as d..._ - do.,., where d..._ is the calibfaled diSlance measun:d 
from Ihe IJ'aJlsducer pair 10 waler surface and d... is the calibrated 
diSlance from transducer pair to the base of the ridge keel. Details are 
shown in Fig. A3 . 

The acoustic profiler des;::ribed in this paper was GIl experimental 
model which was adapted for measuring ridge keels. Subsequently. a 
new profiler (the Digital Acoustic Radar Transceiver) was developed 31 
C -CORE for the IMD ice tank. II includes all digital cimJitry and the 
processing has been automated such that ridge 0( rubble profiles can be 
produced within minutes of the data acquisition. 

Fig. A3 Ridge depth measurementSc using acoustic profiler 
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